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P UBLI S HE R’ S NO T E
source of information these
days. The reviews of the latest gadgets and news about
current affairs in Japan are the main interests for me.
I also watch YouTube videos to study English and to
learn how to use certain apps. Up until half a year
ago, my understanding of YouTube was TV programs
(uploaded illegally), music videos (not sure if legal or illegal), game tutorials, and sports events posted for viewers.
I thought it was more for entertainment than a source
of information.
According to one survey, more than half of US
travelers interested in Japan go to YouTube to collect
information when they are checking social media. I have
noticed that YouTube videos about Japan have so many
views. Many of them have several million views. They
cover everything from how to make sushi, to sightseeing tips, things to do in Japan, even the life of an office
worker, which has become a popular topic lately.
Each video is high quality and fun to watch. Also, it
is very interesting to learn how Japan is viewed by people
from abroad.
On the other hand, I have not found many YouTubers who focus on introducing information about the
US to a Japanese audience. In the past, the Charisma
Brothers in Seattle were very popular. Some YouTubers
focus on the IT sector and Silicon Valley, but the US has
many more interesting aspects. Our editor, Bruce Rutledge, and I are planning to launch a YouTube channel
about craft beer from Seattle. Stay tuned.
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Gekikara

(extra spicy) ramen is trending in Japan these days. The term “gekikara” means
“fiercely spicy” in Japanese. You’ll see the term on all
sorts of products in Japan. There are gekikara snacks,
pastries, onigiri rice balls, noodles, and bentos lined up
in supermarkets and convenience stores. Ramen, udon,
burger, beef bowl, and conveyor-belt sushi restaurants
are lacing their menus with fiery gekikara items. Several
restaurants have added menu items that they claim are

“the spiciest in history.”
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The long-established izakaya Tsubohachi added to its menu
this spring the “hot pepper stir-fry from hell.” The item comes with
a warning about the extreme spiciness. The stir-fry is full of hot
peppers, Sichuan peppers, and chicken. Inspired by a Sichuan dish
called laziji, Tsubohachi’s version is so spicy, it hurts.
Even McDonald’s is getting into the gekikara fad. The vividly
red, extra spicy McNuggets were a big hit last year. This June, when
the spicy McNuggets returned to the menu, the fast-food chain
released its hottest-ever sauce, the Mega-Kara Spicy Sauce. The sauce
is based on its original Gekikara Spicy Sauce, but with double the
amount of habañero, ghost, and jalapeño peppers.
Not to be outdone, Pizza Hut began offering its Chotto Gekikara-peño pizza, which it calls “the spiciest in Pizza Hut history.”
This new pizza is based on the Hut’s Mexican Kara-peño pizza but
with triple the jalapeños and extra chili sauce to take the spiciness
and umami to the Nth degree. This ridiculously hot, green-colored
pizza posted much better sales than the chain expected.
This boom seems out of place with the Japanese penchant for
more subtle cuisine. Did the Japanese have a secret love of extra-hot
food that somehow was overlooked by Japan watchers until now?
The answer is, “No.”
History books show the red pepper was introduced to Japan from
China in the 17th century and was used as an herb to warm up the body.
It later spread through Japan as seasoning. But even then, red peppers
were relegated to a minor role in cooking, maybe to add an accent, but
never to mask the true taste of the fish and vegetables.
4

D I D T H E J A P A N E S E H AV E A S E C R E T
LOVE OF EXTRA-HOT FOOD THAT
SOMEHOW WAS OVERLOOKED BY
JAPAN WATCHERS UNTIL NOW?

Mouko Tanmen

The store’s menu comes with a spiciness grade from 0 to 10

Japanese people rarely even ate meat until the Meiji Era, which
began in 1868, and they didn’t use all the spices associated with meat
dishes throughout the rest of Asia and around the world.
Today, Japan’s diet is more diversified, and people are used to spicy
food. Japan has had gekikara fads in the past, but this one is different
because it is widespread among women and young adults.
Part of the trend is because of the rise of social media. People share
their spicy dishes on Instagram and Twitter, bragging about how hot
their meal was.
But the king of the current gekikara boom has to be Mouko Tanmen Nakamoto, a popular, if small, ramen chain. It has 22 stores around
the greater Tokyo region, but Nakamoto’s gekikara ramen is famous
throughout the country.
Your fearless Origami editor recently
visited Nakamoto to see what all the buzz
is about.
F R O M A FA R , YO U C A N S E E Nakamoto’s
bright red storefront, reminiscent of red peppers. The store’s menu comes with a spiciness
grade from 0 to 10. I decided on the signature
dish, Mouko Tanmen, ramen in a miso-based soup
cooked with vegetables and a decent amount of
sliced garlic. The ramen is topped with extra hot
mapo tofu, a Sichuan-style dish of minced beef and
tofu with a lot of red peppers. Those peppers are

what brings the fire to the meal. The umami from the sweetness of
the cooked vegetables and the miso balances well with the spiciness.
As I continued eating, I started to sweat all over. And this is just their
signatutre dish! Their spiciest dish is called Hokkyoku (Arctic) Ramen,
which comes with a warning. I couldn’t bear to try it, but I hear it is
excruciatingly hot.
Nakamoto also serves mildly spicy Miso Tanmen and the non-spicy
Shio (Salt) Tanmen. The family-friendly restaurant makes sure there
is something for everyone to eat. In fact, that’s the key to Nakamoto’s
success. Its dishes aren’t only spicy; they are delicious. You can even find
Nakamoto’s instant ramen on sale at 7-Eleven convenience stores. It is
one of the most popular instant-noodle packages.
The fact that Nakamoto and others in the gekikara boom make sure
to add umami to the spicy dishes may just be the secret to this boom’s
sustained success. It’s not only about fire; taste matters too. A

Nakamoto’s instant ramen on sale at
7-Eleven convenience stores
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YOUR GUIDE to COOKING
JAPANESE FOOD

RECIPE

The trick to making

WHITE
RICE
just right
to a Japanese restaurant and found the white
rice flavorless? Gohan, or cooked white rice, is the basis of Japanese
cuisine, and it can be tricky getting it to cook just right. We’ll tell you
how. But first a little background.
In Japanese cuisine, the fish, meat, and vegetables are known
as okazu. Unlike Western cuisine, where the food comes in courses,
Japanese cuisine is served all at once. This is because the many different
flavors of the okazu play off the umami of the gohan, so it’s better to
enjoy everything together with the gohan playing the central role.
Well-cooked gohan does not have a strong taste, but it is surprisingly flavorful. If the rice you eat at a Japanese restaurant is flavorless, it
could be because of the quality of the rice. Or it could be that the rice
wasn’t prepared properly. Let’s show you how to cook your rice right.
What sort of rice should you buy? The high-quality Japanese
brands such as Koshihikari or Akitakomachi are the best, and the
newer the crop, the better. White rice that has been harvested more
than a year ago has lower water retention and doesn’t taste as good.
The water you use is important too. Soft water is ideal. Hard
water with lots of minerals is not suited to cooking rice. Mineral water
from Japan is the best, but if that is hard to find, the Seattle region is
blessed with some of the softest water in the U.S.
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN
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Here’s what you will need for
about three servings of rice:
– White rice 700g (1.5lbs)
– Water

840ml (3.5 cups)

–Heavy pan with lid
(about 1-1.5l / 1-1.5qt size)

Once you have the right
water, rice, and pan,
here’s the process:

3. Let the rice absorb water

1. Wash the rice

When making gohan, wash away the outer layer of the rice grain, known
as bran. It comes off easily. Rinse the rice with plenty of water and drain
quickly. Then wash the rice thoroughly with your hands, rubbing the
water and rice together and draining three or four times. If you wash
the rice slowly, the bran gives off a distinct odor.

1.

Return the drained rice back into a bowl and add water.

2.

Use about 1.2x more water than rice.

3.

For 700g (1.5 lbs) of rice, use 840ml (3.5 cups) of water.

4.

Let the rice soak in the water for 25 minutes in summer or
30 to 40 minutes in winter.

5.

Don’t leave the rice in the water too long. Too much water
absorption can ruin the texture and flavor.

6.

Use cold (around 6° C or 43° F) water.

7.

You can have the rice in the fridge while it is soaking.

4. Cook the rice

2. Drain

Finally, drain the rice in a colander. This helps remove the remaining
bran. Make sure to complete the draining process within a minute or
two. If you take longer, the grains develop cracks.

1.

Place the rice and water in the heavy pan and cover with a
lid.

2.

Cook over medium heat.

3.

Bring the water to a boil until you see big, white bubbles.

4.

Make sure the lid stays on tight and doesn’t let the water
boil over. This increases the umami of the rice.

5.

Remove the lid and turn down the heat to medium low.

6.

Check by smell to be sure the rice is not burning.

7.

Eventually, you will see several small holes on the surface.
This indicates that the rice is fully cooked.
7

5. Steam the rice

6. Finish

1.

After the rice is steamed, fluff up the cooked rice, scraping the bottom of the pan with a large spoon.

2.

To keep the rice from getting mushy, mix section by section well. This will keep the rice from becoming too moist.
Fluff the rice entirely.

3.

Enjoy your tasty gohan.

the cooked rice while it is hot. Notice the
subtle flavor. Once you eat properly cooked rice, it’s hard to go back to
the cold, flavorless stuff. Add a little bit of salt if you like. It helps bring
out the sweetness in the rice.
Well-cooked rice goes with any side dish. You can eat Japanese
okazu, or try it with bacon and eggs or even steak. And a splash of soy
sauce on your side dish helps make the meal all that more delicious. Now
it’s time to say, Itadakimasu! A
WE RECOMMEND EATING

1.

When those small holes appear, turn off the heat and
cover with the lid to steam the rice for 10 – 15 minutes.

2.

This steaming process is very important for getting the
taste just right. Be patient.

ed
d
n
e
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Reco Dishes
Side

Grilled fish

Natto

Kimchi

Umeboshi

Bacon and eggs

Sausage
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Nori

Throw a

TEMAKI SUSHI
Party at Home

Now that you’ve mastered the art of cooking rice Japanese style, it’s time
to step up your game and host a temaki (handroll) sushi house party. The
following paragraphs have everything you need to know to make delicious
handrolled sushi. First, you need to make sushi rice. Here’s how.

How to Make Sushi Rice
1.

Mix vinegar, sugar, and salt in a small bowl. (Hot tip: If you don’t
care for the smell of vinegar, boil the vinegar first and let it cool
before mixing with other ingredients.)

2.

Put the freshly cooked rice in a
large bowl. Pour the mixed ingredients over the rice.

3.

Mix it all together with a large
spatula. Fold the rice, scraping the
bottom of the bowl with a vertical
cutting motion. When everything
is mixed evenly, move the spatula horizontally to break up any
lumps. It’s important to mix the rice quickly so that it begins to
shine evenly with the vinegar coating.

4.

Spread the rice evenly on a cooking sheet or baking pan and let it
cool. If you have a paper fan (or even a thin piece of cardboard),
use it to cool down the rice.

5.

Once the rice has cooled to body temperature, use a spatula
to fluff up the rice once more, allowing the excess moisture to
escape. Now you are ready to make temaki sushi!

Here’s what you will need
to make sushi rice:
– Freshly cooked rice 700g (1.5 lbs)
– Rice vinegar		

5 tablespoons

– Sugar		

2 tablespoons

– Sea salt		

1.5 teaspoons

Sugar
Sea salt
Rice vinegar
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How to Make Temaki Handrolls
You can add any ingredient you like to your handroll. Use sashimi for
a traditional approach, or try a fried egg, steamed chicken, and ketchup
for a yummy change of pace. If you’re vegetarian, avocado, cucumber,
and tomato make a tasty combo.

Spread the
sushi rice over
a 6x6 inch
sheet of nori
seaweed.

Add your
favorite
ingredients
and roll it
all up.

For your party, put out a big bowl of sushi rice, nori sheets, and lots
of ingredients. Then, show everyone how it is done and let them create their own temaki sushi. This is a crowd pleaser for both adults and
children. If you throw a temaki sushi party, be sure to send photos to
info@pikejapan.com! A
10

Voila! Temaki sushi!

Fran’s Chocolates in a Japanese Lacquerware Box
for the Perfect Holiday Gift

Fran's Mitsuame Lacquer Box - Salted Caramels

Fran’s Chocolates
Frans.com
800-422-3726
Georgetown, Downtown,
U village, Bellevue

HEIANDO AMERICA INC.
heiandoamerica.com
matsumoto@heiando.com
425-749-1050

Street-Food Sensations
If you’re planning a trip to Japan, why not add one more destination to your trip? This might not be the
right time to travel to Hong Kong, and popular Southeast Asian destinations like Bangkok are an extra
seven-hour flight from Tokyo. Here’s our recommendation: take a 3.5-hour flight to Taiwan.
Then, the restaurant’s signature sauce is
added. The toasty fried noodles and the
rich soup give this version of Yaki Ramen
a distinct taste.
You can also go yatai-hopping! Just
like barhopping, but with food as the focus,
you can go from cart to cart ordering small
dishes. What a way to be introduced to

Yatai Hopping
In Japan, we recommend a trip to

Kyushu’s delicious street food! And Tenjin
photo courtesy of
FUKUOKA-City

photo courtesy of FUKUOKA-City

is the perfect place to try it.

Yaki-Ramen
photo courtesy of takiguruman.kyoto

Hakata Ward, Fukuoka, on the island of
Kyushu. It is known for having Japan’s
largest section of yatai, which are food
trucks and carts that have been selling
food on Japan’s streets since the 1600s.
These days, the yatai carts are not as
familiar of a sight as they used to be
in Hakata, the yatai culture has deep

Tenjin

roots. The local government has made a

in the Nakasu neighborhood of Hakata

point of keeping the yatai up to sanitary

and the Tenjin and Nagahama areas in

standards so that the street-food culture

nearby Chuo Ward. The Tenjin area is

can continue to thrive. You’ll see many

the biggest. It’s in a well-lit shopping

Hours: 6pm–1am (weekdays), 6pm–2am

yatai lined along the streets of Hakata.

area that is easy to navigate at night. We

(Fridays and Saturdays), closed on Sundays

The area has an impressive array of

recommend this destination for yatai

and Thursdays

street-food offerings, from ramen to

beginners and tourists. Locals eat here

yakitori, tempura, Okinawan dishes and

too. The prices tend to be reasonable.

even some Western favorites.

Cozy up next to some locals and enjoy

due to stricter sanitation laws. But

The city of Fukuoka hosts about
155 yatai. You can find most of them

Nakasu
photo courtesy of FUKUOKA-City

Address: at the corner of Mitsui building, 2
Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka

the atmosphere.
The signature dish in Tenjin is Yaki
Ramen. The vegetables, meat, and
noodles in this ramen dish are grilled in
a pan or on a griddle first, then tonkotsu
soup is poured over everything. This is
a Fukuoka delicacy, and you won’t find
it anywhere else in Japan. Our favorite
Yaki Ramen is served at Kokin-chan,
the birthplace of Yaki Ramen. Here,
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Kokin-chan

Night Markets
of Taiwan

vegetables, pork, kamaboko, and thin

Street food is part of a long, rich

noodles are grilled together, mixed with

tradition in Taiwan. There are many

tonkotsu soup and brought to a simmer.

more food stalls and carts on the streets

Eat your way around the yatai carts of Japan
and the night markets of Taiwan
Taiwan may be a short flight from Japan, but it has a very different culture. And it is one of the globe’s
culinary leaders. Imagine the meals you could have in two countries! When in Japan or Taiwan, don’t
miss the nightly food stands. They offer some of the best culinary delights in either country.
than you’ll find in Japan. An area with a

market and is beautifully maintained.

compact cluster of food carts is called a

You can find just about everything

Night Market. You can find them all over

here. The market has all kinds of food

Taiwan.

as well as clothing shops, stands with

We r e c o m m e n d t h a t y o u v i s i t

souvenirs and knick-knacks, goldfish-

the Shilin Night Market, which is the

scooping games, and much more. It’s

largest in Taipei. It’s a relatively new

like a festival every night.

Shilin Night Market

it, so even inclement weather won’t

photo courtesy of seats.my

photo courtesy of gracenamnam

The shopping street has a roof over
slow the crowds. There are more shops
underground as well.
A meal at the Night Market is a must

and mango. Yum.

but be sure to save room for dessert. Try

On your next trip to Taiwan, enjoy

the fluffy snowflake ice, Xue Hua Bing, a

the soothing warm breeze in evening as

favorite sold all over the country. Frozen

you stroll through a Night Market, trying

milk is shaved in a unique style and

some of the most delicious street food

topped with fruits or sweetened milk.

on the planet. You’ll be glad you did.

This is a true Taiwan original.
One of the market’s most famous
shops is Xin Fa Ting. Try its Coffee Snow
Ice. It is made from shaved frozen milk
topped with coffee syrup that creates a
rich taste like a café latte.
Shilin Night Market has some
d e l i c i o u s f r u i t s h o p s t o o . Tr y t h e
reasonably priced and succulent papaya

Shilin Night Market
Address: Jihe Road, Shilin District, Taipei,
Taiwan 111
Hours: Around 5pm-Midnight (varies from
store to store)
Shop Holidays: Around Chinese New Year
(varies from store to store)
How to get there: 5 min walk from MRT
Jiantan Station

Sapporo
Hakodate
Aomori
Sendai
Komatsu
Osaka
Fukuoka

Tokyo

Nagoya
Matsuyama

Okinawa
Taipei

10 Flights Weekly from Seattle to Taipei and Beyond

DINING

ORIGAMI’S

Restaurant
Recommendations

HANNYATOU

hannyatou.com

If you are curious about sake and have an
adventurous palate, stop by Hannyatou and
explore. This unique sake bar tucked into a
backstreet of Fremont (and right next to sister restaurant Kamonegi) has a fun, inspired
menu and an excellent list of sake and Japanese microbrews. A sake sommelier will guide
you through the drinks menu to find the right
match for you. There’s nothing better on an
overcast, chilly night than sipping sake with
friends in a cozy watering hole. Chef Mutsuko
Soma and her staff have created a menu that
is an inspired mashup of traditional Japanese
and kitsch American: Pickled mackerel sandwiches on toasted Wonderbread; sake kasu
ice cream with Rice Krispies clusters; and an
onigiri with a very tasty topping made from

Safeway’s pizza bagels (we are not making this
up). The menu also has a healthy portion of
traditional Japanese items too, and the pickle
platters are to die for.

BAMBOO SUSHI
bamboosushi.com

Portland’s Bambo Sushi has come to Seattle.
There are five Bamboo Sushi restaurants in Portland, and as of October 30th, one in Seattle’s
University Village complex. The sustainable sushi
restaurant chain is beloved in Portland, and ever
since rumors of a Seattle store started two years
ago, Seattle sushi fans have been waiting in anticipation. The restaurant’s focus on making traditional sushi (makimono and nigiri) with original
seasoning has caught the attention of sushi lovers.
Consider the popular Green Machine Roll—
green beans and green onions in tempura batter
topped with avocado, cilantro, and sweet chili
oil aioli. Delicious and completely original! The
menu is dotted with MSC marks, which denote
a “sustainable” ranking from the Marine Stewardship Council, a testament to how seriously
Bamboo Sushi takes its mandate of being kind
to the earth and the waters. They even have an
original Bamboo Sake, developed in collaboration
with Kobe Shushinkan, a sake maker introduced
in an earlier issue of Origami.
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photo courtesy of friendswithafoodsta

photo courtesy of jchen242

photo courtesy of jchen242

photo courtesy of jchen242

NISHINO

nishinorestaurant.com

Nishino, located near the Seattle Japanese Garden, has been serving
delicious Japanese fare since Tatsuya Nishino opened its doors in 1995.
The menu features traditional sushi and Nishino’s original dishes incorporating local delicacies like oysters and salmon. Nishino was born and
raised in Kyoto, and he brings the classic sensibility of Japan’s ancient
capital to his dishes. His signature dishes, like the hamachi jalapeño
and the fried oyster special, blend traditional Japan with the Pacific
Northwest. Be sure to order the delicious ika sugatayaki, too! Nishino
celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2020.
photos courtesy of kikibounds

MOMOSAN
momosanseattle.com

photo courtesy of hungerlessinseattle

Iron Chef Masaharu Morimoto has
opened a new ramen restaurant across
the street from Uwajimaya supermarket
in Seattle. Momosan Ramen in Seattle is
his third ramen restaurant, after ones in
New York and Hawaii. The menu features
seven different types of ramen as well as
tsukemen (dipping noodles) and izakaya
favorites such as kung pao chicken, gyoza,
and yakitori. Chef Morimoto selected and
created all the izakaya items as well as the
flavor-forward ramen selections. Don’t
miss the tonkotsu, tantan, and chicken
ramen. They are beautifully presented and
delicious to the last drop. The restaurant
itself is spacious and playfully stylish. The
sake bar offers a wide selection of sake too.
You won’t go wrong choosing Momosan
for your next date night.

SHABU SHABU KYOTO
shabushabukyoto.com

A fun and delicious dining idea for the cold winter months is shabu shabu,
where you cook thinly sliced meat and bite-sized vegetables in a broth at your
table. Shabu Shabu Kyoto serves authentic Japanese-style shabu shabu in its
stylish Bellevue location. Unlike other hotpot dishes, shabu shabu should be
cooked bite by bite for the ultimate taste. It’s best not to load up the boiling
water with too much meat or veggies. Cook as you go, enjoy the tasty dipping
sauces, and supplement your meal with your favorite side dishes, found on the
extensive dinner menu. When it comes to the shabu shabu, you can choose
from US rib-eye and Japanese wagyu or alternatives such as pork, salmon, or
red and yellow peppers. It’s a great meal to share with friends and loved ones
this holiday season. A
15

CAFÉ

Book of Tea Café Warms
up Kinokuniya Portland

BOOK OF TEA CAFÉ

Inside Kinokuniya Por tland
8 29 S W 9 th Ave,
Portland, OR 97205

16

NESTLED INSIDE THE NEW Kinokuniya Bookstore in Portland is an
inviting Japanese-style spot called Book of Tea Café. The café serves
matcha, hojicha, and other tea drinks, locally roasted coffee from
Extracto Coffee Roasters, sandwiches, onigiri, soft-serve ice cream,
and homemade pastries, cookies, brownies, and manju.
Owner Tomoe Horibuchi is a longtime practitioner of the tea
ceremony who also runs the popular Behind the Museum Café located
just in back of Portland Art Museum.
Horibuchi says she wasn’t thinking of opening a second café until
she was approached by the bookstore. “Kinokuniya is special to me
because when I used to live in Japan and San Francisco, I would visit
Kinokuniya all the time,” she said.
The interior of Book of Tea Café is stylish and modern. Shoppers
flip through their newly purchased books and manga here as they sip
on hojicha lattes and snack on matcha-infused treats. Horibuchi’s
first café is popular with Portlanders, so the local press gushed about
this second café just a few blocks away. It’s quickly become a favorite
downtown spot.
What does Horibuchi-san recommend? “My top recommendation
is certainly matcha, which is imported directly from Kyoto,” she says.
“For sweets, I recommend the matcha brownie, matcha pistachio and
the matcha cookies. These sweets are all homemade. For drinks, the
matcha latte and hojicha latte are delicious!”
Book of Tea Café is open from 11am to 8pm every day. Horibuchi-san looks forward to serving you. A

Seasonality Keeps Nana’s
Menu Fresh & Fun
Nana’s Green Tea in South Lake Union works hard to make sure its menu
reflects the world outside its doors. “Seasonality” is the key word
that motivates its timely menu changes: In autumn, you’ll find a delicious
Mont Blanc on the menu using seasonal chestnuts; in winter, there
are kabocha (winter squash) delights; in spring, the kitchen concocts
cherry-blossom inspired sweets; and the summer specials usually focus
on ripe, succulent in-season berries.
“Seasonality is important in Japan and it’s important to us,” says owner
Jessmin Lau, “Returning customers are also very important to us, so
we want to make sure there is something on the menu to keep
them coming back.”
Along with the seasonal menu changes, there are often monthly specials
to choose from. This Halloween, customers got to try a ghost-shaped
daifuku (small, round mochi stuffed with sweet filling). As of this writing,
the staff was still working out the year-end specials, so be sure to check
them out when you visit.
This winter, Nana’s brought in some special floral decorations by designer
Donaldo Radovich to add a bit of color and warmth during the year’s
darkest days. The green and bamboo play off the wall tiles and the
teahouse frame, bringing the interior to life in a new way. When
it gets cold and dark out, a little indoor green, whether it be a lighted
Christmas tree or a stylish floral arrangement with bamboo imported
from China, warms our cockles.
So, drop by Nana’s this year-end, curl up with a good book, a Hojicha
Latte, and a kabocha treat, and imbibe the ambience of Seattle’s
most stylish teahouse. You’re apt to join the legions of locals who
have become regulars, coming back again and again to check out the
latest seasonal specials.
N A N A’ S G R E E N T E A
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Living in Japan
An interview with Lucinda Ping Cowing

LUCINDA PING COWING IS DIRECTOR of the Kyoto Journal, a beautiful and informative
magazine that has been published since the late 1980s. Cowing left her native England in
2010 for Kyoto and has been living there, off and on, ever since. The nomadic Cowing splits
her time among Kyoto, Taipei, and Faro, Portugal. When in Kyoto, the shokunin culture of
artisanship continues to inspire and amaze her. For several years, she created luxury travel
itineraries at Walk Japan, a pioneer of off-the-beaten-track walking tours. We asked her about
her life in Japan. Here are some excerpts from our conversation.

What drew you to Japan?

The fact that it was so far away from everything I knew, geographically and culturally. I
was 11 years old when I first met a Japanese, a student in my class. She knew little English
but soon outpaced all of us in her studies, I admired everything she did, right down to her
beautiful handwriting. I thought, “What place is this?” I opened up a map and found it. It
was never part of the plan to end up living in Japan—I’d wanted to be a concert pianist since
the age of 4—but the illness that ended that career and the curiosity I’d had since I was a
kid is what led me here.
What keeps you there? What makes life in Japan rich and engaging for you?

Nothing ever becomes tired. There is never a day when one doesn’t learn something. I would
acknowledge that it’s perhaps not all because it’s a high-context culture in which there are endless things to study, but also one in which we always remain foreign. That level of detachment
I think helps maintain an outsider’s perspective on things, and so one never ends up taking
sides; rather you keep seeing things afresh and from a neutral standpoint. Donald Richie said
something along the lines of “Were I Japanese, I would not last 10 minutes in Japan,” and I
sort of understand that sentiment now. That being said, I’m grateful to those Japanese who
have become akin to family members and helped me navigate the culture.
Check out Kyoto Journal at kyotojournal.org. A
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NOTHING EVER
BECOMES TIRED.
THERE IS NEVER
A D AY W H E N O N E
DOESN’T LEARN
SOMETHING.

photos courtesy of darby212 and generationgotravel

A Taste of Peru’s
Unique Nikkei Cuisine
is a blend of foodstuffs from the nation’s various ecosystems. Restaurants in this
western South American country regularly place in lists of the World’s 50 Best Restaurants, and in 2019,
two Peru restaurants made it into the top 10 of one of those lists.
One restaurant in Peru is MAIDO, which focuses on Nikkei cuisine. “Nikkei” is a term used for Japanese
immigrants or descendants of immigrants. In Peru, it refers to Japanese immigrants who came to Peru after
1899 and it also signifies a unique cuisine that blends Japanese and Peruvian culinary styles in a way found
in no other Nikkei community. MAIDO serves cuisine that the Nikkei community has developed over the
years, fusing their diet with the treasure trove of
ingredients found in Peru.
THERE WAS A HIGH AFFINITY
Because washoku, the traditional culinary
culture of the Japanese, was registered on the UneBETWEEN PERUVIAN AND JAPANESE
sco Intangible Culture heritage list, there’s been a
FOOD CULTURES TO BEGIN WITH
Japanese food boom around the world. However,
Peru’s Nikkei cuisine is a different category, having
evolved over the years and become a well-established part of Peru’s overall culinary culture. In fact, it has
helped fuel a Peruvian gastronomic boom.
MAIDO was ranked 10th on the World’s 50 Best Restaurants in 2019. MAIDO also came in first on
the Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants 2019 list.
The owner of the restaurant is Mitsuharu Tsumaru, a third-generation Nikkei. MAIDO serves both
Peruvian food prepared in washoku style and Japanese food prepared in Peruvian style. Many of the ingredients used in the restaurants are unfamiliar to most Japanese such as cuy (edible marmot), rocoto (hot pepper),
and lucuma (super nutritious fruit).
Many countries accepted Japanese emigrants, but none of them has established Nikkei cuisine as part
of their own traditional food culture except Peru. This is because there was a high affinity between Peruvian
and Japanese food cultures to begin with. For example, both countries eat raw fish and seaweed, a rarity
around the world. A
THE CUISINE OF PERU
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GIFT IDEAS
FROM JAPAN

H O L I D AY

ORIGAMI’S

STOCKING-STUFFER GUIDE
Our second annual stocking-stuffer guide is made for the procrastinator.
Head to the nearest Uwajimaya supermarket and get these unique little
gifts all under one roof. Then go enjoy some egg nog. Happy holidays!

Japanese trays and bowls

Pusheen

Asian face masks

Uwajimaya has a host of beautiful trays
and bowls that will add a little style to your
dinner table. They are surprisingly affordable too.

If you have a Pusheen fan in your house,
check out the adorable set of chopsticks,
soy-sauce dish and plate adorned with
little sushi pieces. Yes, that is Pusheen
wrapped up in nori and rice!

Uwajimaya has a ton of face masks to
choose from. Asian face masks are a treat.
Everything from cutesy Hello Kitty ones to
face masks using horse oil are for sale.

Character pillows and stuffies

Japanese craft beer

Surprise plush series

If you’re looking for a more sizable gift,
check out the character pillows and stuffies. Plenty of cute, cuddly characters to
choose from.

The beer lover in your life will thank you,
especially if he or she is a little on the
adventurous side. Try a matcha IPA or a
black bean (kuromame) ale. Our favorite:
the Sansho herb ale.

Pusheen, Hello Kitty, and other favorites
come in plush box sets that will get the
kids squealing with delight.

The shelves and aisles at Uwajimaya are filled with more stocking stuffers than we
can list here. There are rows of cutely wrapped chocolates, sweets, and crackers, for
example. The store is highly recommended for those shopping against the clock!
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Reconnect with Loved
Ones This Holiday Season

Have you spent real quality time with your family lately? Have you seen
your kids smile? Your spouse relax? Perhaps it’s time to head over to
Ten Sushi and treat yourself to a fun, delicious, and affordable meal,
where the kids are constantly discovering a new treat coming their way
on the conveyor belt and you are free to just be with your family and
enjoy some delicious sushi.

Kaiten sushi restaurants bring entertainment to mealtime. At Ten
Sushi, the conveyor belt will continue to keep your kids engaged. It’s
not just sushi that rolls down the conveyor belt: all sorts of side dishes
and desserts make their way by your table too. And Ten Sushi is one of
the best deals around, with sushi orders as low as $2.99.
Seattle is down to just one kaiten sushi restaurant, and that’s Ten
Sushi, in lower Queen Anne right across from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and minutes from the Space Needle, MoPOP, KEXP, and
SIFF Cinema. Make a day of it with your family, and make sure lunch
or dinner involves a conveyor belt full of delicious, color-coded plates to
choose from. Let the kids stack those plates high. You’ll be surprised
how affordable, relaxing, and fun kaiten sushi dining can be.

T E N S U S H I S E AT T L E

5 0 0 Mercer Street
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 10 9
Phone 20 6.4 5 3.3 8 81
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Open House times and locations
Pre-K
Satellite Campus (Childcare available on weekend dates
only. Registration required.) 14719 NE 29th Pl, Bellevue
• Tuesday, Dec 10, 2019 9:30am
• Tuesday, Jan 14, 2020 9:30am
• Tuesday, Jan 21, 2020 9:30am
Japanese Bilingual Kindergarten
BCA 1 Campus
14600 NE 24th St, Bellevue
• Monday, Nov 18, 2019 10am
• Wednesday, Jan 22, 2020 10am

BCA & Willows Invite
You to Visit

NOW
ENROLLING
FOR FALL
2020

The staff at Bellevue Children’s Academy and Willows Preparatory School invite you
to visit during one of our several open houses to see the good work we’re doing in
our classrooms. Openings for students from pre-K through 10th grade are available.
Come see for yourself our advanced and inspiring learning environments. Staff will
be on hand to speak about the curriculum and answer all your questions.

www.bcacademy.com

www.willowsprep.com

K – 1st / 2nd – 5th
BCA 1 / BCA2 Campus (Childcare available on weekend
dates only. Registration required.) 14600 NE 24th St,
Bellevue / 14640 NE 24th St, Bellevue
• Wednesday, Dec 11, 2019 10am / 9am
• Wednesday, Jan 15, 2020 10am / 9am
• Wednesday, Jan 22, 2020 10am / 9am
6th – 10th (Middle/High School)
WPS Campus (Students are also welcome to attend.)
12280 NE Woodinville-Redmond Rd, Redmond
• Saturday, Dec 7, 2019 10am / 2pm
• Thursday, Jan 16, 2020 6:30pm (6th–8th only)
• Thursday, Jan 23, 2020 6:30pm (9th–10th only)

Necchu School Hosts Open House
Come check out what continuing education at
Seattle Necchu School has to offer in a free open
house on Sunday, December 1. Two teachers will
offer classes for prospective and current Necchu
students. All are welcome! Classes are taught in
Japanese. Please see the URL for more details.

BCA 2 Campus
14640 NE 24th St, Bellevue
Sunday, December 1, 2019 1pm–4pm
Registration required
No registration fee

www.necchu-seattle.org

Mako & Munjuru (Okinawa Ryukyu Music)）

What Students Say about Necchu
“All the lectures were exciting, and I always looked forward to them. Learning from professionals in
particular fields satisfies my intellectual curiosity and energizes my soul.” — MALE STUDENT
“I think this program is such a success. My favorite class was an interactive lecture where the students
created a school song. The lecture by Ms. Mina Miller gave me deep knowledge through music. I was
really moved. I hope the connections born at Necchu School continue to grow.” — FEMALE STUDENT
Students are actively engaged in learning

Akio Inomata (“Matagi,” traditional hunter)
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“I did not have any idea what Necchu School was about before I attended the classes. I was encouraged by all the wonderful lecturers from different professions, which were totally different from my
own field. I feel all of them sincerely love what they do. They shared their positive energy with the
students in the class. I liked app developer Ma-chan’s class the best. She has accomplished so much,
but I don’t think she feels that way. Her abundant curiosity and single-minded search brought her
where she is now. I was so happy to hear her say, ‘Your life starts at 60!’ The first phase of Necchu
School scored a perfect 100!” — FEMALE STUDENT
“What a surprise. I have been pursuing my dream for a long time and now I found another outlet for
my curiosity. I am able to gain knowledge and make connections with Japan and the world in Seattle.
Such a wonderful opportunity! I also made new friends at Necchu School.” — MALE STUDENT

CAFÉ

e Sweet

that Received a Court Rank
GION TOKUYA
A d d r e s s : 5 7 0 -12 7 G i o n m a c h i M i n a m i g a w a ,
H i g a s h i y a m a - k u , Ky o to 6 0 5 - 0 0 74
H o u r s : 12 – 6 p m
P h o n e: + 8 1.7 5 . 5 6 1. 5 5 5 4
W e b s i te: h t t p : / / g i o n - t o k u y a . j p /

Japan’s 66th emperor
(986 – 1011), loved his cat so much he gave his
furry companion a court rank. With the 5th rank
bestowed on the imperial kitty, the emperor’s pet
was allowed to step inside the inner palace. But
that’s not even the weirdest court rank in Japanese
history. Emperor Daigo, the 60th to ascend the Japanese throne (896 – 930), was said to have bestowed
a court rank on his favorite confection, the warabi
mochi. The delicious sweet was given the 5th rank,
just like Ichijo’s feline friend.
What’s warabi mochi, you ask? It’s a jelly-like
confection made from bracken (warabi) starch.
Bracken is difficult to harvest, and only the roots
E M PE RO R I C H I J O,

I T I S A M A ZI N G LY
SO FT A N D M EL T S
IN YOUR MOUTH.

can be turned into starch. Warabi mochi made with
100% bracken is rare and expensive. In Japan, you’ll
see so-called warabi mochi sold at supermarkets
for less than a dollar. But those are not made with
bracken starch; instead, sweet potato, tapioca, or
some other, more plentiful starch is used. (Those
cheaper versions are still delicious, by the way.)
If you’d like to try the sweet that once received
a court rank, we suggest Gion Tokuya in Kyoto. The
café is located on the famous Hanamikoji Street
in the historic Gion District where you see the
old teahouses as well as maiko (geisha in training)
and geiko (Kyoto geisha). Gion Tokuya uses 100%
warabi starch harvested in Japan. Its signature
warabi mochi is 1,250 yen (about $12). It comes
with sweetened kinako (roasted soybean flour) and
kuromitsu (black sugar syrup). It is amazingly soft
and melts in your mouth.
If you’re in Kyoto, take a trip to Gion Tokuya
and try the sweet that was part of Japan’s Imperial
court 1,100 years ago. A

Handmade Knives
from Osaka at KOBO
NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2019
KOBO JAPANTOWN

This November 30 at KOBO in Japantown, check out the display of handmade traditional Japanese knives from
Osaka and meet Midori and Ryan, the
couple behind knife-maker Hasu-Seizo.
The couple will be on hand from 12 to
5 to talk about their knives and help
you understand how to distinguish a
good knife from a bad knife. Hasu-Seizo
knives, made with Damascus steel and
mahogany and keyaki handles, are professional-grade knives forged in a family-owned workshop in Sakai, a
neighborhood of Osaka that has been a center of knife-making in Japan
since the 5th century. The knives are all created in a time-honored way
by their extended family who are the Sakai Takayuki artisans in Osaka.
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Holiday Gift Ideas Galore at Kinokuniya
The year of the mouse is right around the corner. While you are doing your year-end shopping this holiday
season, check out the eclectic selection of 2020 calendars at Kinokuniya bookstores. You can find Japanese
imports like elegant washi-paper wall-hanging calendars, calendars featuring woodblock prints of the floating
world, those featuring favorite characters like Pokemon or Pusheen, and adorable calendars for just about any
breed of dog you can think of (plus a couple for cats and one hedgehog). There is also lots of Moomin merch
to choose from; Moomin may be from Finland, but it’s big in Japan! The Seattle Kinokuniya has a slew of
Moomin calendars, notebooks, and stationery. You can also find fun American calendars—Bojack Horseman,
the National Parks, Shepard Fairey, Frank Lloyd Wright. We reckon there’s a calendar for everyone on your
holiday shopping list.
Other gift ideas include two beautiful volumes of the work of Mateusz Urbanowicz, an illustrator and animator
living in Tokyo. The books—Tokyo Storefronts and Tokyo at Night—make wonderful gifts for the Japanophiles
in your life.
Or perhaps you can peruse the many books on yokai, yurei and other creatures from Japanese folklore. You
can find everything from supernatural cats to the diary of a ghost hunter. You’ll find something here for
your favorite otaku or for those friends and family members who tend to like slightly spooky stuff.
If you are looking for out-of-the-ordinary gift ideas with an international twist, Kinokuniya is the store for
you. It’s also a terrific place to find stocking stuffers. You’ll find everything from Studio Ghibli stuffies to hardto-find Japanese fashion magazines, from tiny plastic figurines of food to the latest novel from Haruki Murakami
or Hiromi Kawakami. And, if you get hungry, the Seattle Kinokuniya just happens to adjoin the Uwajimaya food
court. Make a day of it this holiday season and make everyone on your gift list happy!

K I N O K U N I YA P O R T L A N D

K I N O K U N I YA S E AT T L E

K I N O K U N I YA B E AV E R T O N

8 29 S W 9 th Ave.
Portland, OR 97205

525 S. Weller St. (inside
Uwajimaya)
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 10 4

10 5 0 0 S W B e a v e r to n Hillsdale Hw y
B e a v e r to n , O R 9 7 0 0 5

Te l : 2 0 6 . 5 8 7. 2 47 7
M o n – S a t : 10 a m – 9 p m
S u n: 10 a m – 8 p m

Te l : 5 0 3 . 6 41. 6 2 4 0
O p e n d a i l y 11a m – 8 p m

Te l : 5 0 3 . 2 0 6 . 8 3 3 1
O p e n D a i l y : 11a m – 8 p m
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KANJI FOR KITTIES

Babies, doggies, kitties, even potbelly piggies… kids and pets are fair game for our column on kanji names.
Interested? Contact us at info@pikejapan.com and get your little loved one on our waiting list.

THIS ISSUE’S FEATURED PET:

Leo

T h e m e a n in g b e hin d t h e b r u s h s t r o ke s :

麗
This kanji means “beautiful” and
“admirable.” It projects an image
of bright and colorful personality.

雄
This one indicates “conqueror,”
“superior,” or “male.”

Put these characters
together and it means:
A cat who is beautiful,
elegant and brave. He has a
superb appearance and great
capabilities. The combination
of these two kanjis makes for
a very handsome name.

To submit your baby or pet for consideration for a future issue of Origami,
tag us with #origamikanji on social media or email info@pikejapan.com.

COLORING

Daruma Daishi at Moriyama
The Sixty-nine Stations of the Kiso Kaido
by Kuniyoshi Utagawa
Send us photos of your finished product by tagging them
#origamimagazine on social media.
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Your destination for

FUN & UNIQUE
HOLIDAY GIFTS

Teapots

Mini Massagers

Asian Bowls & Dishes

Rice Cookers

Insulated Bags

Bento Boxes

Kitchen Tools

Bamboo Cutting Boards

Asian Beauty & Sheet Masks

Locations in Seattle, Bellevue,
Renton and Beaverton, OR.
uwajimaya.com

